Welcome!

Ukulele

Curriculum
Level - 1

Key Highlights

Get to know the basics

Learn 20+ songs and tunes

10+ Exercises

A lil bit of theory

Tips & Tricks

Perform in a Concert

Topics
Introduction to Ukulele

Learn about Ukulele hygiene, parts of the Ukulele,

5 Classes

how to tune your Ukulele and some basic theories
about Ukulele and playing patterns.

Basic Exercises

Play your Ukulele for the first time by doing some

10 Classes

exercises that will help stretch your fingers.

Basic Tunes

Yay! You will play your first song. Your first song

10 Classes

will be very simple but you will love it!

Introduction to beats and timing

While learning an instrument it is extremely

5 Classes

important to get the timing right! Learn how to
play on beat to sound awesome!

Introduction to major scales

Getting to know the fundamentals of Ukulele,
what are scales, formulas, learn how to create all
major scales on your own.

10 Classes

Ukulele theory

It's always good to learn a little bit of theory!
Learn about natural notes, fretboard visualisation
and notations. Learn how to visualise notation
perfectly on your Ukulele! This will help you
prepare for songs better.

6 Classes

Tips and tricks

While learning an instrument there are some

3 Classes

shortcuts and some tricks that will make your
instrument sound much better! These tips and
tricks are curated by our valued teachers
especially for you!

Basic songs

Learn your first song chords and learn more

10 Classes

songs on various chord progressions

Basic 3 chords and progression

The most fun part of playing a Guitar. Learn basic
chords, how are chords formed, and how to do
shifting of the chords efficiently.

7 Classes

Advanced exercises

By now you will be able to do advanced finger
exercises so you will be able to stretch your
fingers for more difficult scales and chords.

6 Classes

Introduction to Minor scales

Major scales was fun. Minor scales is even more
fun! Learn the formula for Minor scales, How

10 Classes

scales and formed and how to play each scales on
different octaves

Ukulele techinques

Learn techniques like hammering and sliding,

6 Classes

Concert training

Participate in our intensive student concert

5 Classes

pull-ons etc

training programme and start playing in front of
at least 100 people

Intermediate tunes

By now you will reach a level where you can play
much better tunes and even some of your
favourite tunes!

Major scales on different octaves

Major scales are fun! By learning them you can try

10 Classes

10 Classes

and figure out the notes used in the songs that
you love.

5 chord progressions

The most awaited topic! Learn chords and play
rhythm ukulele. Maybe even flaunt a little in front
of your peers!

7 Classes

Intermediate songs with chord

Your songs are about to sound super awesome.

8 Classes

progressions

You'll learn more chords, how to shift them and

Minor scales on different octaves

A little ahead in your music learning curve. Play

some tips and tricks to play easier.

minor scales and understand the difference

10 Classes

between major and minor scales.

Chord Variations

Did you know each chord can be played in

12 Classes

multiple ways and each chord has multiple
variations? Learn multiple chord variations and
playing songs will get better!

w

Learn ho to ace barre chords

A difficult part to ace! but not impossible. Learn

barre chords and some tips on how to play them
easily.

See you in class!

10 Classes

